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THE PRESENT.

The week of running and of midnight oil is past. The days of memory—of weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth for some, of wonder and astonishment at the irretrievable ways of Dame Fortune for others, and of satisfied endings for still others—have begun.

Unfortunately, the period which has gone to join "the tribe that numbers" in the past, was suggestive of the land of the lotus-eaters In the lazy warmth of candidates for any other undertaking, athletic or otherwise. It is to be hoped that history will repeat itself to-day. The best argument which might be used to induce the hastilist to go and swell the merry chorus, is that if there be or was has been anyone who ever regretted the fact that he went out for Mark and Wig, he has been most peculiarly secretive as to his opinions.

Those who have had the good fortune to pass through the famous door of the famous Club House down on Quince street will, if the iron hand of fate, permit, return this year, and will bring with them as many others as they can draw into their train.

MESSAGE OF GOODWILL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wharton School Students Send Reply to Letter from La Plata University.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The following message has been sent by the students of the Wharton School to the students of the National University of La Plata, in response to a greeting brought to Pennsylvania by Mr. Henry Gill, who was sent by the South American institution to take up graduate work there.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The students of the University of Pennsylvania have received with great satisfaction the fraternal message of goodwill which we have sent to the students of the National University of La Plata, through Mr. Henry Gill. This message is an indication of the spirit of neighborliness and mutual helpfulness which should prevail between university men throughout the American continent, and it is particularly gratifying that the initiative has been taken by the students of a university which is in so many respects outstandingly allied with the University of Pennsylvania. We desire to reciprocate the cordial message and assure the students of the National University of La Plata that we are prepared to cooperate with them in every way which will advance the cause of international goodwill. &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Signed) Alton Bonniot, President.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INGUATIVA SINGS WAR SONGS.

| Dahomian Warrior Adds Wierd Chap-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inquativa was too much of a Bohemian to the Museum's Records.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| "Inquativa," Interest from the wild and wily Dahomian region of Central Africa, arrived at the Museum last week in several interviews and concerts with the entire Archae-
| eological section, contributed a couple dozen native songs to Dr. Speck's Odyssean collection on hitherto unknown instruments, and translated enough to keep the students in anthropology going for the next three months. |
| This is how it happened: "Inquativa" was raised on war, but the diet didn't agree with him, so at the age of 11 he took French leave for the coast and honed his way to Scotland. Here he was "discovered" by a tender-hearted philanthropist and educated in English, French and German. But Inquativa has too much of a Dahomian to stick to Linguisaties, so migrated to the United States and started a little side show, with himself as manager, press agent and chief attractiveness. |
| "Eight days later a dancing was a daily warm in a local vaudeville house. |

EMERITUS Helped Home to Greatness.

According to Professor J. B. Currier, who became the University Museum's Saturday on "The Emeritus and the Passing of the Time," the magnum opus received its first impression, which made possible its later development under Greek influence, from the Dahomians. Professor Currier, who is a member of the American Institute of Classical Studies in Rome, based his address on the fact that the character of the religion of the Romans existed only in Dahomia, where the Emeritus had their home.

Hockey Scores.

| Yale: 1; Princeton: 0 |
| Cornell: 2; Harvard: 2 |

KENDIG & BOYD

18th and CHESTNUT STREETS

UNIVERSITY STUDENT NOTICE: DISCOUNTS.

The question has often been asked—If students will form hat clubs of 100 each we will give 15 per cent. discount. Cards issued and clubs regulated by:

The Fine Furnishing

KIRSHBAUM

Chesnut Street

J. Coulson Simpson

Art Shop

Pictures Artistically Framed

3715 Lancaster Ave.

WE ALLOW 10 PER CENT. TO STUDENTS.

Pre-Inventor Sale

All lacey scarfs reduced to $25

Overcoats that were $30, and $35, now $25

" " $38, $40, $45, $50

A few blackts and bluss specially priced, $32.50.

An early call secures the best selection.

KIRSHBAUM, Chestnut Street

KEE BLEER

14 Mint Arcade

HOTEL CUMBERLAND

NEW YORK

S. W. Cor. Broadway at 54th St.

Near Presbyterian and Central Park.

WIN, MODERN AND ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF.

Special Rates for College Teams.

KEPT BY A COLLEGE MAN.

KIRSHBAUM, Chestnut Street

14 Mint Arcade

HARRY P. STINSON

Formerly with Hotel Imperal.

"Ten Minutes' Walk to Twenty Trains.

FRONT-SEAT RESERVATIONS

19TH & 20TH FLOORS.

" " Arms Race.
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SOCCER TEAM TIES TWICE
Marion Cricket Club Held Them to 64 Score and Haverford College Matches Their One Goal.

Last Saturday, the "Varisty soccer team journeyed to Haverford to meet the Marion Cricket Club eleven on their grounds, to attempt to even up for the 1-6 defeat handed out by the Main Liners in December.

The best that could be done, however, was to tie them, the final score standing 64. The game was fast and exciting, and remarkably for the number of goals scored.

With the wind in Pennsylvania's favor in the first half, the Red and Blue players ran with it, which seemed to be a winning lead of 6 goals to 2. However, in the second half, Marion's attack and endurance appeared to upstage their opponents, netting them four goals, placing the teams on equal terms.

The lineup:

Marion—front, Pennsylvania—front. Back—left halfback, Crick, right halfback, Mifflin, center, Hill, right fullback, Lowry, left fullback, Kelly, Hare, left halfback, Thomas, right halfback, Walton, (Woods). Back—left halfback, Crick, right halfback, Mifflin, center, Hill, right fullback, Lowry, left fullback, Kelly, Hare, left halfback, Thomas, right halfback, Walton, (Woods).

On Saturday, January 21, the "Varisty played the Haverford College eleven to a one goal tie on Walton Field, at Haverford. The game was a friendly contest, preparatory to the regular intercollegiate matches, which opens March 1.

The two teams were evenly matched and it was a see-saw affair for the entire ninety minutes of play. The Red and Blue players showed some great combination, especially in the first half, and it was entirely through the clever work of Murray, Haverford's goalkeeper, that a victory did not come to Pennsylvania.

There was no score in the first half, but with three minutes to play in the second, Kelly netted a pretty shot from center. With only fifteen seconds remaining, Hare, of Haverford, broke away and scored a goal, thereby tying up.

NOTICES.
Seniors must return proofs to H. P. Rife at once.

Torrance and Freshman basketball practice at 7 o'clock tonight.

Press Club picture Tuesday, January 31, Dormitory Triangle, 1 o'clock.

Meeting of Minor spurt Managers' Committee Tuesday at 4:30 o'clock.

Weavers of "P" picture must be taken over Monday, February 3, at 1 o'clock.

1911 Class Record Committee picture Tuesday, January 31, Dormitory Triangle, 1 o'clock.

Candidates for assistant manager of the crew will report at the A. A. office between 3 and 4 today.

All Wharton Association Collectors must turn in lists to Dr. Young's office by 1 o'clock without fail.

The picture of the Northeast Manual High School Club will be taken tomorrow. Members should be at Roosevelt Hall at 11 o'clock.

Great importance of Camera Club is in order. All men having cameras came out. A new enlarging machine has been built and will be tried. Transparencies will be elected.

Course 694, "The Relations of the United States to China," will be given in the Wharton School this term by Dr. Rive. Professor Rive will meet the class on Tuesday, January 31, at 11 o'clock, in Room 161, Logan Hall.

Reduction in Pennants

THOUGH our reduction sale of medium and heavy weight suitings and overcoatings takes place only once a year, it does not require a half hour's time to get our stock in shape for it.

All the goods are left where they were when on sale at the regular prices, not a bolt of cloth is set aside. Attached to each is the ticket bearing the price per unit which was put on when the cloth entered our stock.

Any man can look around, can select the fabric that fits his needs, can deduct his own discount from the price per suit—which is plainly indicated on the tag.

Suppose he is in doubt whether the suit that he selected, lest the discount, is as good a buy as he can make elsewhere? It is a simple matter for him to ask for a sample. We furnish it gladly. He can take that sample and make comparisons, quality for quality, with any shop in town.

We are confident that he will come back—as we could not afford to make the suggestion that he make such comparisons if experience did not prove that our confidence is justified in the great majority of cases.

Prices start as low as $25.50 for a regular $30 custom-tailored suit.

The ALLEN A. KERR CO.

1911, 1912 and 1913 College Class Pins carried in stock Class and Fraternity Pins, Medals, Cups, Pors, etc.

1004 Chestnut Street

W. S. JONES, Inc., 1116 Walnut St.

CUSTOM-TAILORING ONLY

FATIMA TURKISH BLEND CIGARETTES

ETYMOLOGY

Words, Words, Words— it takes "bunches" of words to describe Fatima. They're so individual, so different. Just smoke one, and get that indescribable satisfaction that comes from a perfect blend of rare tobaccos. My word—but they're fine. 20 for 15c—an inexpensive package—and you get ten additional.

The AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.
FLANNEL SHIRTS with soft collar to match $1.00

KITTIES ART CENTS

FRED J. TAXIS, MEN'S FURNITURE
3653 Woodland Avenue

THE Normandie

Goodman's Paving Company

ANNUAL STADIUM MEET

The Football Team of the University of Illinois

The Students' Dissent

POTT STUDIO 1318 Chestnut Street Philadelphia

THE DORMITORY

Drug Shop

W. R. MURRAY

Gilbert & Bacon

1030 Chestnut St. Phila.

Photographing in All its Branches

NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER STUDIO

The Normandie

MEETING PLACE FOR UNIVERSITY MEN

512-513 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia

For your wants in that line

THE NAME OF

GILBERT

for

The Best in Photography

The Gilbert Studios have been for many years recognized as the leading studios for all college work.

C. M. GILBERT,

926 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.